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Planning Commission re
Narrabri Gas Project Approval
By
Leanne Brummell
30 Victoria Street
ST GEORGE 4487

Dear Commissioners

Please find my submission re the Narrabri approval. Given the large number of expert submissions received to the
online public hearing I have kept this brief and tried not to rehash things you already have adequate knowledge of.
I note there has been a large amount of opinion that people outside the impact area are imposing their views or don’t
have a right to an opinion. I feel I have a moral duty to make this submission given what I have learned about this
industry since I put in my submission on the Narrabri EIS all those years ago. I feel the Environmental Defenders
Office, Shay McDougal, Doctors for the Environment Australia, Australian Parents for Climate Action, Dr Penny Sackett
and many more have given you more than enough data to throw the Narrabri Gas project in the bin.

The next page will give you my main reason for spending hundreds of unpaid hours trying to stop gas projects such as
this one.
I have cut and pasted relevant parts of the approval and made my comments in bright bold text to hopefully make it
easier for you.
Please say no to this project. Not only does another fossil fuel project have impacts here, but also around the world.
Those who can least mitigate climate change will be most affected. They are children. We owe them the best future
we can leave them. A gas project isn’t it.
I trust the Precautionary Principle, Public Interest and Intergenerational Equity are at the forefront of your
deliberations. This is a lot of pages, but won’t take you long, it’s large type.

I became involved in writing submissions re gas projects when I found out about
children in the Tara gasfields experiencing nosebleeds for no reason, that go away
when they spend time in another location.
I told the Director of the Centre for Natural Gas at UQ (then the CCSG) about this and
although he didn’t think it right for the Centre to undertake research re health, since
that time GISERA undertook a study to develop a framework for how to undertake a
health impacts study in a gasfield area. GISERA went about as far from any air quality
monitoring and as far from anywhere where you would expect to find impacts to
undertake this framework study.
So instead of rushing to study the area and the impacts people have reported (people
who are extremely distrustful because previous results have been lost, ignored etc),
they instead spend money looking like they’re doing something about health impacts
in an area far away from any impacts. Looking like they’re doing something whilst
allowing years more extraction to continue. 

Pg 8

So basically they can do what they like, without any additional approval/oversight if this situation arises. I
note the definition of Reasonable includes the communities views. I think you will agree this project is
overwhelmingly opposed (apart from those who stand to make a short term dollar).
I believe feasible also considers the costs of measures aimed to protect the environment and Santos
would have an out saying that for example, enclosed flares are cost prohibitive.

Pg 8

This approval is being made without consideration of the impacts of pipelines. Cumulative impacts
are important re intergenerational impacts and also need to be considered re the precautionary
principal.

Pg 8

This will allow the extraction of fossil gas until 2045. That’s another 25 years. The Commission has heard from
Climate experts such as Dr Penny Sackett that this is unacceptable. I ask that the submissions from Climate
experts be given consideration. I believe the current chief scientist has used 100 year methane impacts and not
20 year impacts which show that fossil gas is 84 times worse than coal re emission impacts on global heating.
I believe the Federal Governments climate goals (such as they are) are based on this 100 year impacts figure and
as such it has it all wrong. It follows that the NSW Planning Authority also has it wrong. I noted this in person to
David Littleproud MP in St George on 6 August 2020 and requested he follow this up with the Energy Minister. I
am emailing to remind him this week that the government needs to use the 20 year methane impact figure and
it needs to look at the most recent IPC report as opposed to the Paris Target which shows that Net Zero by 2050
is too late.

Pg 9

I don’t see how these limits are to be enforced. In Qld, groundwater drawdown was quicker and greater than
the first model predicted in the first UWIR (2012). Does taking more in Years 1 to 3 mean taking less in years
4-6? Once this starts they can’t turn the tap off. Does taking 12ML on Tuesday mean taking 8ML on
Wednesday?
As I noted in my verbal zoom submission, even the Director of the Centre for Natural Gas at Qld Uni (formally
called Centre for Coal Seam Gas) noted that models are never accurate. They are an educated guess and only
as good as the information fed into them. Experts have made submissions re this, please consider them.

Precautionary Principal and Intergenerational Impacts

As I noted in my submission
via zoom at the public
hearing, this information
had to be put together from
2 pages. It did not appear in
the Executive Summary and I
do not believe has been
considered in the approval
of Environmental Authorities
post UWIR (2019).
Gas industry people have told
me that this includes yucky
salty water. However, given
they say they can treat it now,
doesn’t it make sense that in
200 years when water is
needed for human existence,
that they too would be able to
do that.. Except there won’t be
any if its all used in the present
day.

Pg 9

This allows for a select group of a few people to permit
wells to be constructed and abandoned outside the
Code. I’m pretty sure the Code went through a
rigorous approval process before it was adopted. It is
pretty dangerous to allow it to be changed without
such rigorous scrutiny again. I would expect any
changes would need to be written into the Code first. I
see bribery as an inherent danger in this current
condition.

From pg 7 of the Code of Practice for Coal Seam Gas
Well Integrity, 2012

This clearly indicates there are indeed risks, some
severe.

Pg 9

As I noted in my verbal zoom submission, this was the initial condition in Qld too. Multinational gas companies are
now paying the Qld government the grand price of $327-60 to change the approvals to allow fracking. These are
pretty much rubber stamped unless someone such as myself seeks an Internal review and has “Standard Conditions”
changed. I have seen this for 740 and 1000 well applications, as well as for 40 wells. Doesn’t matter the size of the
project, it can be less than 50 cents a well.
I believe that Santos intends to seek to frack in the future as this is the only way to remove the last of the gas from
under the ground. If it doesn’t it will be leaving gas to seep out in the future as the wells decay. I believe this is likely
anyway, as experts at the public hearing already showed that extracting this gas is already uneconomic.

Pg 9

This project will operate 24/7/365 for 25 years. This is going to have a massive impact not only on
“sensitive receptors” (who are actually real live people and families, many of whom have appeared in
person at the zoom public hearing in opposition to the project) but also on wildlife. I don’t think the EPBC
Act will give wildlife sufficient protection from this disruption in it’s current form and ask that the
Commission do so by saying NO to this project. Generations of wildlife will be impacted. Noise levels in
these approvals are set according to impacts on humans, not on wildlife. The tiniest insect is important, and
the current pandemic is testament to what happens when biodiversity is lost.

Pg 10

The experience in Qld is that consultation takes place between the gas industry and stakeholders. These
invariably have a financial interest or members who facilitate the industry are paid to attend meetings (eg
Agforce, The Qld Gas Commission). Opponents to the industry (such as myself) are not invited to be
stakeholders. I would think, at the very least, the Environmental Defenders Office and Lock the Gate should have
representation on this Committee, as they represent the opinions of the vast number of people in the Narrabri
community and surrounding communities who will be impacted. Better still, just say NO to the project based on
the large amount of experts who have advised that this is what your decision should be.

Pg 10

This is a blank cheque!! How is the Commission to approve something
when you, Sirs, don’t even know what it is??

Pg 11

200m is very close to ‘ someone’s home, and given the health impacts experienced in QLD, I do not think
people should live this close under any circumstances. Given the confidentiality agreements that people in
QLD had to sign, I do not think the Commission has sufficient information to put someone in the position
that they are living near this type of industry for up to 25 years (whether or not they sign something to agree
to do so). The information given to you by Dayne Pratzky is indicative of the lived experience.

Pg 11

This indicates they intend to operate very close to Nature reserves. I don’t believe a 50m buffer is going to
protect any wildlife from impacts. Indeed wildlife don’t stay within the lines drawn on maps by humans.
It also suggests that multidirectional drilling will take place below the Brigalow State Conservation area. I
believe the Linc Energy Contamination, which is Qld’s largest environmental disaster to date, is warning
enough to evoke the precautionary principal here.

Pg 11

Living in St George Qld and having experienced the evacuation of the entire town due to flood dangers I think
you can take 1% AEP flood extent as a level that is entirely likely to be breached at some point, especially given
climate change. Having seen debris in trees near Condamine that was stories high, I don’t think this a low risk.
The clearing associated with these corridors isn’t going to be low impact for the wildlife either.

Pg 17

Please make enquiries with DNRME in Qld re how this has worked in Qld. I believe that in over half of
cases, that monetary compensation has been paid in lieu of providing another water source. The long
term must be considered here re intergenerational impacts. There will be no capacity to grow food
without water. Money received by someone today isn’t making sure there is water there in the future.
Indeed how does Santos intend to supply water forever, even after this project is finished, as this is
potentially what they will have to do. Water in 500 years?

https://www.resourcesandgeoscience.nsw.gov.au/__data/asset
s/pdf_file/0006/516174/Code-of-Practice-for-Coal-Seam-GasWell-Integrity.PDF
Pg 8

It isn’t clear what “wildlife” is to be excluded. Is a skink wildlife, or a kangaroo? I’d say both are, however
the fencing needs for each are somewhat different.. I don’t believe the approval actually considers all
creatures great and small that make up the biodiversity of the area.

https://www.resourcesandgeoscience.nsw.gov.au/__data/asset
s/pdf_file/0006/516174/Code-of-Practice-for-Coal-Seam-GasWell-Integrity.PDF
Pg 16

It’s pretty obvious that there’s no long term
thought to these wells. Abandonment
doesn’t even figure in the phases of the
wells life. In reality the wells life is forever,
many more years than it will be in
production. Forever means that the steel
rusts, the cement decays. Who inspects,
repairs and pays for the ongoing
maintenance of the wells once the project is
finished. Santos??

So that’s it – responsibility over.
It is future generations who pay to repair the
inevitable problems. There is nothing about what can
then happen to the wells site. It’s 1.5m underground
(all 850 of them). Can a child’s bedroom be built on
top (I wouldn’t recommend this, data from the USA
shows leakage of gas etc is possible in years to come.
They have has sick kids to prove it). What will be the
impact on future wildlife? Not even considered.

Pgs 24-25

Pg 24

You are being asked to sign a
blank cheque. There is no plan
for Salt Waste. This is one of the
intergenerational impacts that
need to be considered. The toxic
salt doesn’t go away.

Why does rehabilitation of wells
and infrastructure have a
“reasonable and feasible” out?

Pg 37

Pg 39

I don’t feel the Planning
Secretary is Independent. The
Planning Secretary is going to
be responsible for approving
the as yet unwritten plans that
the Commission should, in all
fairness, review as part of this
process. In a sense they will be
judging their own judgement
here.

Thank you Commissioners for considering my submission.
Given the expert submissions I know you have received, I have chosen to not go into too much detail.
Suffice to say that I don’t think you should sign off on something that doesn’t have any substance. The entire Qld
gasfields has been approved one little chunk at a time that doesn’t trigger greater scrutiny.
This project is not necessary. Please feel free to phone me if you have any questions.
Sincerely
Leanne Brummell
30 Victoria Street
ST GEORGE 4487
0455344862

SUBMISSION re
SANTOS ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT - NARRABRI
Prepared by Leanne Brummell
30 Victoria Street
ST GEORGE QLD 4487
Contact details – leannebrummell@ourfishingshack.com
Mobile 0455344862

I have used the Powerpoint format for my submission to make it easier for
you to identify which pieces of the EIS I am discussing.
I have copied and pasted the relevant bits with the link to where I found
them and the page numbers.

My comments and the questions I wish you to consider are in bold coloured
text.
I sincerely hope this saves you time and makes my concerns easily
understandable. Please feel free to phone or email me anytime if there’s
anything you are not clear about.

Leanne Brummell
Ph 0455344862

I have read the entire EIS and must say I am disappointed that anyone thinks it contains enough information for
such an important decision to be made. I have addressed my major concerns here. I am certain people with
more technical knowledge than myself will address other issues.
I am making this submission as a concerned citizen. I don’t have any pieces of paper saying I’m an expert on
anything, however I have been involved in learning about the research process and environmental impact
statements. I have helped university students to learn these things. I feel confident that my assertions can be
taken as correct and be believed.
Much of what I’ve written is, to me, common sense. I feel this Environmental Impact Statement has been
written only because it’s a requirement of the approval process. Someone, or many someones, have written
something to tick all the boxes that an Environmental Impact Statement must contain (I was around when they
were invented and became a requirement). It’s a heap of paragraphs put together to sound important. There’s
nothing about existing gasfields to support what they’re saying.
I could not approve this project based on the information provided.
Leanne Brummell

https://majorprojects.affinitylive.com/public/44
d80246c422429eb72b648916176557/Chapter%
2026%20Social%20and%20health.pdf

Pg 26-17

So good water may be lost
to poor water and you
don’t see this as a
problem? How did you
arrive at “imperceptible”?

What do you base this on?
Where are studies of health
in other gasfields?
Qld/overseas?

http://www.resourcesandenergy.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/51
6174/Code-of-Practice-for-Coal-Seam-Gas-Well-Integrity.PDF
Pg v
The Government is developing requirements in relation to
management of extracted water from CSG wells.

How can you approve this project when Govt hasn’t even made up the rules yet??
I strongly believe these requirements must be made public and discussed first
before any drilling goes ahead. I would expect that an in-depth longitudinal study
of what happens in existing gasfields both in Australia, especially Qld, and
overseas would be available. And a working model of any new technology would
be constructed and trialled over a substantial period of time before requirements
could be set by government. I think it would be risky to start drilling before this is
done. If water is impacted it is irreversible. A mistake cannot be taken back or
‘made good’. People cannot water their crops with money.

Pg 26-18

There is no way of knowing what the chemical properties of
produced water will be until after the fact. Are you saying you
could swim in it?

I would have liked to see
some evidence of what
actually happens when
produced water is lost? I
understand an area of the
Pilliga has been unable to
be rehabilitated even after
10 years! And you’re not
worried about salt. Salt
can make cropping land
unarable and drinking
water for stock
undrinkable. Money will
not fix that so how do you
‘make good’?

Pg. 26-18-19

Once again, you can’t know the chemical composition!!

So you are saying that in a
flood event when the water
course is flowing, a leak or
spill will lead to human
contact with the water. So
you are relying on luck this
won’t happen? I believe
that if a holding pond fails,
the water will go where it
wants to find its own level
and it is common sense that
this water will seep into the
soil and possibly
contaminate both the soil
and underground water.

Chapter 7

https://majorprojects.affinitylive.com/public/e9a04178188c
9fbfebb5ed4fdd55d576/Chapter%2007%20Produced%20wa
ter%20management.pdf pg 7-6

Pesticides are evident in
Bohenia Creek. I presume you
aim to blame the farmers for
its condition at the end of the
day. I understand you intend
to put produced water in this
creek. I understand this creek
is important to the natural
biodiversity of the area. I
think it’s importance has been
downplayed.

https://majorprojects.affinitylive.com/public/e9a04178188c9fbfebb
5ed4fdd55d576/Chapter%2007%20Produced%20water%20manage
ment.pdf

Pg. 7-8

There is no way of knowing the affect of this water extraction until it is too late.
The experience in Qld is that water bores have dried up much faster than
anticipated and water pressure levels have been impacted. Indeed some water
bores have so much gas they can be lit on fire. There is no information in the
submission of the Queensland experience for comparative purposes. It is common
sense that water runs level (whether above or below ground). The truth is Santos
does not have 100% certainty as to what will happen to groundwater pressures
and levels when this large volume of water is extracted. Santos proposes to play
Russian Roulette with the Australia’s major water source and the water of future
generations.

Pg 7-23

Even though cattle might enjoy lick
blocks in drought time, salt is not the
farmers friend. It has the potential to
make soil and water unusable. This
project is in an agricultural region.

What are the details of the licensed landfill?
Or like in Qld are Santos just going to wait
until they’ve got too much salt and then
decide to try to find some way to dispose of
it? The Waste Salt Disposal facility in Qld
hasn’t even been constructed yet and its
placement at the head of a major River
system is plain dumb. The submission does
not specify clean salt and toxic salt amounts.
Why isn’t it telling us how much toxic salt
and what it’s composition and lifespan will
be. Again I think this aspect needs to be
planned and discussed before approval can
be given to drill.

https://majorprojects.affinitylive.com/public/49843d7e67f5cab
df3677922dde9ce99/Chapter%2020%20Aboriginal%20heritage.
pdf

The custodian of the grinding grooves has gone so far
as to make this secret business public to try and stop
this project proceeding. Santos website full of glib “we
discussed and have permission” – it’s just plain
wrong!!

Pg 20-4
Ch 20

This just leaves me speechless.. The lack of
respect is unbelievable. Can you imagine a
gas well 50m from the MCG? 75m from the
town cenotaph? 20m from your church?
Apart from the FACT that fugitive emissions
will be occurring from many parts of this
project and people visiting these sites will be
breathing who knows what (cause the gas
industry doesn’t monitor, regulate, or tell
anyone what’s being spewed out into the
atmosphere) I am abhorred that Santos
expect the indigenous descendants of the
area are going to traverse the Santos
infrastructure to keep their culture alive.
Offering money is like being offered beads
and blankets. SHAMEFUL.

Pg 20-20

This is what 1% looks like in Qld
(without ponds, compressor stations
etc). Wonder why Santos haven’t
provided a mock up pic of their
finished product? Because even
though it might be 1% as you can see
it’s very invasive!! Zoom in on the pic
and have a look.

Pg 20-25

An incident that contaminated an area in the Pilliga ten years ago still hasn’t been
able to be rehabilitated. If this project is given the go ahead you must do so on
the understanding that damage caused could possibly be forever. Are you going
to put your name on the dotted line saying to future generations that I accept
responsibility for whatever damage occurs now and into the future.
There is no evidence that wildlife will return, it’s a statement of hope. In between
Meandarra and Tara in Qld the trees look strange (like they’re sick or something),
I would presume from fugitive emissions since nothing the industry self regulates
has been shown to be doing any harm to anyone or anything? I’ve driven through
there just before dusk where you would expect to see lots of kangaroos and
wallabies and not seen one – it’s seriously like the evil forest in a fairytale
cartoon.

http://www.resourcesandenergy.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf
_file/0006/516174/Code-of-Practice-for-Coal-Seam-Gas-WellIntegrity.PDF

The EIS does not mention
monitoring abandoned wells!!
At the end of the day Santos fills the well with
concrete and walks away with their money, end
of responsibility. Concrete will not last forever,
even if they use “twice as much of the really
good stuff”. In 50, 100, 200 years EVERY
CAPPING WILL FAIL causing who knows what
damage. RESPONSIBILITY WILL FALL ON THE
LANDOWNER WHO CANNOT BE INSURED FOR
SUCH INCIDENTS. The gas industry has taken a
very short term view of its impacts. Not good
enough when the Great Artesian Basin is at risk.

Pg 23-24

Pg 24-25

This is a future environmental disaster
waiting to happen. EVERY SINGLE
HOLE WILL ONE DAY DEVELOP CRACKS
allowing water, gas, and whatever else
might be underground to migrate to
wherever it now naturally wants to go.
THEY ARE MAKING CHANGES IN THE
EARTH THAT WILL LAST FOREVER, NOT
JUST UNTIL THE GAS RUNS OUT.
Someone needs to be responsible for
monitoring and fixing it forever. Qld
already has hundreds of square kms of
contaminated land (not that the
industry publicises this) – don’t let the
arable lands of Narrabri be next. A 100
year future fund is not going to fix this. We
can’t grow food with money.

What about Health?
There is no data showing the possible adverse health impacts from this project. It just says
none expected.
Worst case scenario what could happen? How can someone be expected to sign off on the
project if they aren’t aware of all the possibilities?

There are people in the Qld gasfields begging the Qld government to take their complaints
seriously – NOSEBLEEDS, HEADACHES, METAL TASTE IN MOUTH, LEAD IN CHOOK EGGS, LACK OF
SLEEP FROM NOISE, LIGHT POLLUTION FROM FLARING to name a few. The Qld government
had someone compile information from reported visits to doctors. They say there’s no problem
based on statistics. They have not sent someone out to test all these people. The one doctor
who has done so reports health impacts similar to those in American gasfields. It isn’t
profitable for an industry to be harming people’s health, so lets not talk about it.

The Qld experience means that all persons anywhere near this project (and I
mean like 100kms in every direction) need to have baseline health tests done.
Baseline water tests are to be done I feel it is essential that baseline health be
documented too.

Fugitive Emissions
These are emissions that can’t be seen with the naked eye, and can only sometimes be
smelled. So let’s not worry about them. In Qld, these emissions aren’t monitored,
aren’t regulated, no-one even tells anyone what they could possibly contain.

Can’t see it? Let’s put our heads in the sand and keep our eye on the dollars.
Fugitive emissions occur everywhere. At the well, at high rise and low rise outlets,
pipeline vents, you get the idea.
I think it should be compulsory for these emissions to be monitored and tested.
To do less is to put the health of all persons living anywhere near the project at risk.

I sincerely thank you for taking the time to consider my concerns.

It would be appreciated if you could have a look at the Knitting Nannas Balonne Shire Facebook page
where you will see many videos and stories from real people who “coexist” in the Qld gasfields. I am
sure you wouldn’t wish their every day reality on anyone.
Leanne Brummell.

